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Beer

Description

Naughty Otter Lager
5.2% ABV

Our biggest seller. Naughty Otter Lager is fun, refreshing, crisp  our premium lager for any time of year.
Made with organic barley from the US midwest and Czech hops, Naughty Otter is about relaxing,
forgetting the stress of work, recovering from cutting the grass, or just unwinding. This beer is partially
filtered so it has a craft beer look and feel, and an IBU of 24 which means it is hoppier than most
domestic mainstream beers but it is still accessible to the wider public. Available in LCBOs across
Ontario.

Brewery
Bars and restos in
Kingston,
Gananoque and
Brockville
LCBO / Beer Store

Thursty Pike Pilsner
4% ABV

Yes that is Thursty with a “u”, named after our founder’s greatgrandfather, Thurston Pike Davis.
Thursty Pike is our fullflavoured light beer, at 4% ABV. Easytodrink with flavours of breadiness,
graininess and a soft hop taste in the finish. The body of the beer is light, with medium carbonation,
leading to a crisp finish that cleanses the palate. Although the beer is unfiltered, it is remarkably clear.

Brewery
Bars and restos in
Kingston,
Gananoque and
Brockville

Black Bear Bock
6.5%+ ABV

Black Bear is our take on a German eisbock, which means the beer is frozen in the conditioning tank,
concentrating the beer and creating a smooth, malty beer, a bit higher in alcohol. The roasted grains
give this beer hints of coffee or chocolate. The mouthfeel is much lighter than you would expect.
Delicious any time of the year but a particular hit in cold weather months.

Brewery
Bars in Gananoque
and Kingston

Highland Bull
5.1% ABV

A North American take on an 80 shilling Scottish Ale. 
Deep amber in colour with a moderate, creamy, off
white head. It is a clean, maltforward beer with slight fruitiness, a maltfocused aroma, bread and
toasted malt notes, a hint of caramel, and some residual malt sweetness. Moderate body and mouthfeel
in a wellbalanced package and just enough hop bitterness to keep the beer from being too sweet. 27
IBU

Brewery
Bars in Gananoque
and Kingston

Smuggler’s Rush
(California Common)
5.6% ABV

A California Common style beer from the 19th century Gold Rush. Copper in colour, with woody hop
forward flavour and a toasty malt finish. This style has been popularized by the Anchor Brewing
Company of san Francisco. IBU 38

Brewery

Cooper’s Hawk
American Pale Ale
4.2% ABV

This is an American Pale Ale, hoppy, but still balanced and highly drinkable. This beer was named after a
hawk that was living in the brewery when we started to renovate. This beer was selected from 53 ales
to be served at the Ontario legislature in 2016. IBU 38

Brewery

Availability

White Calf IPA
5.5% ABV

This white IPA is a new addition to our line up and a must for IPA drinkers. Its a Belgianstyle IPA with
hints of clove and banana and the classic citrus notes of an American IPA. The beer uses wheat from
Ironwood Organics in Athens Ontario. IBU 56

Bell Ringer IPA
6.5% ABV
(August 2016)

Our super hoppy IPA, raw, but still balanced and very drinkable. IPAs are not as prevalent in eastern
Ontario but we sell a lot of this beer in urban areas and at our brewery. This beer was originally called
Trainwreck until the crash in Lac Megantic and the Ottawa bus crash. We changed the name because we
thought it was really crappy to have a beer called trainwreck. 64 IBU.

Brewery

Coming soon

